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A tour of my local area: 
I have chosen the theme for my tour to 
be nature/greenery as my local area is 
well known for having green 
environmentally friendly areas. I also 
love nature as it is so beautiful and it 
never gets old. It is so interesting and it 
inspires me in so many different ways. I 
also thought that this would be a good 
theme as there are so many different 
aspects of it and I thought that it would 
be fun and easy  to spot nature as it is 
everywhere. I’m really excited to start 
exploring! 



My Collage- 







Listen to a Podcast- 
I listened to a podcast called gender equality and women in Geography. I chose 
this topic because it sounded very interesting and I wanted to find out more. Did 
you know that married women couldn’t own their own property until 1882?  I 
thought that it was really interesting how in the past many male explorers got to 
join the National Geographic Society but there were very few female explorers 
who got to join the National Geographical Society even though they had 
discovered a lot more than other members of the society. In the past, people 
thought that a women could never be as a good geographer as a man as they were 
apparently  not as intelligent. Did you know that the National Geographical 
Society did not let any women in until the late 18th century? Before that, women 
were not allowed to even step inside the building unless they were invited by a 
male member. I think that this is atrocious, why are women any less than men?  
Many men then borrowed books on behalf on the women. Although in some places 
gender equality still doesn't exist-I am very glad that something is being done 
about it. I want a future where my grandchildren will get to live in a world where 
everyone is equal no matter what gender they are. I have learned a lot from 
listening to this podcast and I am very glad I chose to listen to it!



A Radar graph of my local area- 



A Planimetric Map of 
Pembury- 



Things that can be done to improve my local area- 
When I went on a walk, I noticed that there was some litter on the floor. This 
is not very good for the environment as all, so maybe everyday for a week, 
different parts of my local area help to pick up rubbish. This would benefit 
everyone, especially the wildlife as they won’t eat the litter. 

I think that people should be more careful to clean up after their pets on 
walks as there can sometimes be a lot of droppings on the pavement and it is 
not very pleasant at all to step on it. Maybe there should be stricter rules and 
penalties for not cleaning up droppings because although it can get provide 
nutrients to the environment, it is very annoying to step on droppings just 
because someone can’t be bothered to pick them up. 

I also think that cars should slow down and stick to the legal speed as 
sometimes cars speed down narrow lanes and don’t stop for pedestrians. 
This is very dangerous as it increases the risk of car and pedestrian 
accidents. If you crash into someone, they are in danger and although you 
might have called for an ambulance, it could take five minutes and those five 
minutes are crucial as they could determine life or death. It is also quite 
annoying when cars speed in neighbourhood areas as you can hear them 
zooming down loudly. I think that stricter penalties should be put in place to 
make sure that cars don’t speed in pedestrian or neighbourhood areas. 



Conclusion- 

I have learned a lot about my 
area and I have found this 
topic really interesting. I have 
learnt a lot of new things. I 
have really enjoyed the 
Geography activity tasks and I 
can’t wait for the next 
Geography topic! Thank you!

Three things I have learned- 

1. I have learned about the history of 
my local area and how it has evolved 
over time. 

2. I have learned about gender equality 
and women in Geography and what 
life was life to be a female 
geographer in the past. 

3. I have learned how to construct a 
Planimetric map accurately.. 


